Welcome on Board!
Dear Passengers,
You may find the information below useful as we have listed for your convenience the customs regulations in some of the countries to which
BHAir operates . Bulgaria is a EU Member and passengers to/from will be subsequent to rules and regulations relevant to travelling to/from EU
member country.
To make sure your arrival goes smoothly, take a look at the current customs regulations and if you have any concerns , please do not
hesitate to contact the cabin crew for further information.

Travelling to Bulgaria
Free import to passengers arriving with goods purchased
within the E.U. which are for personal use only:
1. tobacco products, for passengers aged 17 and older:
- 800 cigarettes;
- 400 cigarillos (max. 3 g each);
2. alcoholic beverages, for passengers aged 17
and older:
- 10 litres of spirits over 22% and ethyl alcohol;
- 20 litres of alcoholic beverages less than 22%;
- 90 litres of wine (though no more than 60 litres of
sparkling wine);
Free import to passengers arriving from non-E.U.
countries:
1. tobacco products, for passengers aged 17 and older:
- 200 cigarettes;
or
- 100 cigarillos (max. 3g each)
2. alcoholic beverages, for passengers aged 17
and older:
- 1 litre of spirits;
or
- 2 litres of dessert wine not exceeding 22% and
sparkling wine;
and
- 2 litres of wine;
3. - 50 grams of perfume;
or
- 250 ml of eau de toilette;

Travelling to UK

Travelling to Norway

There are no limits on the amount of duty
and/or tax paid alcohol and tobacco that you
can bring into UK from EU Member country,
as long as they are for your own use or gifts
and are transported by you. You are more
likely to be asked questions by UK Customs
if you have more than:
- 800 cigarettes
- 90 litres of wine
- 10 litres of spirits

Residents of Norway who have been abroad for
24 hours or more and visitors to Norway: goods
representing a total value of NOK 6,000-.
Articles included in this limit (not for passengers
under 18 years) are:
1. tobacco products (not for passengers under
18 years): 200 cigarettes or 250 grammes of
other tobacco products;
and
2. alcoholic beverages (only persons over the
age of 18 are allowed to import alcoholic
beverages. For importing alcoholic beverages
with more than 22% alcohol per volume the
minimum age is 20):
- 1 litre of spirits of 22% vol. or higher to
a max. of 60% vol. and 1.5 litres of alcohol
of 2.5% up to and incl. 22% vol.;
or
- 3 litres of alcohol of up to and incl. 22% vol.;
and
- 2 litres of beer with more than 2.5% up
to/incl. 4.7 vol.

Travelling to Sweden / Denmark
Free import to passengers arriving with
goods purchased within the EU which are for
personal use only:
1. tobacco products (for passengers aged 18
and over) of up to:
- 800 cigarettes;
2. alcoholic beverages of up to:
- 10 litres of spirits over 22%;
- 20 litres of intermediate products
(e.g. fortified wine);
- 90 litres of wine (though no more than 60
litres of sparkling wine)

We would like to inform you that for your convenience we accept payment in cash in the following currencies - BGN, GBP, EURO, NOK, SEK, DK,
USD as well as credit cards and
. Please be advised that our company exchange rate may not correspond to the current bank rates.
The card payment might be refused or failed if the card is not approved for "off line" transactions. We would like to inform you that according
to Bulgarian legislation alcohol and tobacco products can not be purchased by passengers under the age of 18 years. BHAir cabin crew members
have the right to request ID of any passenger if the age is doubted.
Once again we would like to thank you for choosing to fly with us and we hope you will enjoy our service.
Kind Regards

BHAir

Fragrances
YSL
Black Opium
A fresh and invigorating interpretation of the iconic Black Opium coffee
signature. Black Opium Floral Shock hits like that first jolt of espresso when
you wake up in the morning. A shot of sensuality. The iconic coffee and vanilla
accord is now combined with new floral notes of gardenia and orange blossom
that instantly add the feeling of a sea breeze.

EDP 50 ml
55.00 €/£

NEW

BURBERRY
Her
Burberry Her, Eau de Parfum For Women. The first Gourmand with a British twist
by Burberry. A burst of red and dark berry notes lightened by a luminous, white
woody accord. Burberry Her Eau de Parfum is a dedication to the city of London
a beautiful, bustling, creative metropolis that's eclectic and full of life. It's the
embodiment of the Londoner attitude adventurous, spirited and bold.

EDP 50 ml
48.00 €/£

NEW

THIERRY MUGLER
Alien Flora Futura
In a mysterious desert, a ray of light and optimism releases the world
from darkness a miraculous nature comes to life. Imaginary divine
flowers blossom in the heart of the desert. Alien Flora Futura, when
hope blossoms.

EDT 30 ml
38.00 €/£

NEW

Cate Blanchett

Fragrances

GIORGIO ARMANI
Sì Passione

Sì Passione by Giorgio Armani, is a heart-beating vision of modern
femininity. Presented in the most elegant bottle, Sì Passione brings a
captivating sensual floral juice in which warm base notesget faceted
with fresh and floral accords. Arousing passionately the senses, it is the
expression of absolute femininity.

EDP 50 ml
57.00 €/£

GIORGIO ARMANI
Sì SET

• EDP 50 ml
• Body Lotion 75 ml
57.00 €/£

armanibeauty.com

The Italian Chic and Style of Giorgio Armani is embodied in his
newest fragrance, Sì. This perfume is luminous, and has been
created for the modern woman who is strong yet feminine,
sophisticated yet charismatic. This set will offer you this new iconic
fragrance together with its delicate floral bodylotion for your skin to
be radiant and smooth. The set cont.:

the new fragrance

Fragrances
LANCÔME
La Nuit Trésor Musc Diamant

La Nuit Trésor Musc Diamant is a floriental composition imagined like
a sensual halo, where fruits, flowers and sweet notes are wrapped
in a veil of white musk. Infused with the intimacy of musk, the scent
tells a new story of seduction that includes a passionate night and the
whiteness of dawn.

EDP 50 ml
55.00 €/£

NEW

LANCÔME
La Vie Est Belle En Rose
The iconic La Vie est Belle is reinvented in this floral fruity scent with
a generous bouquet of fresh and luminous floral signature accords.
This feminine and light fragrance has an enchanting scent. The fragrance
opens with notes of citrus fruity hues blending bergamot, raspberry, red
berries and pink pepper. The floral heart notes unfold with blend of lily of the
valley, peony, rose and rose centifolia while the deep woody and floral base
notes leave an impression of musk, iris, patchouli and sandalwood.

CALVIN KLEIN
Obsessed Intense for Women
An Oriental Aromatic Green. A female interpretation of an Oriental
Lavender. A masculine Fougère structure is contrasted with feminine
warmth; the fragrance is formed around a base of White Lavender,
while creamy Musks envelope and sensually soften. The tension of the
aromatic top notes with the smooth creaminess of the back, further
explores the tension between the masculine and the feminine.

EDP 50 ml
45.00 €/£

NEW

EDT 50 ml
55.00 €/£

NEW

ROBERTO CAVALLI
Gemma Di Paradiso
Gemma di Paradiso introduces a floriental Amber. Mandarine
Integral's longlasting freshness crosses the precious floral oriental
structure like a ray of light reflected by a precious stone. Green
Pear brings an elegant green flash touch on top. The drydown is
magnified by noble woods and beautiful textured Vanilla.

EDP 75 ml
42.00 €/£

NEW

AZZARO
Wanted Girl
The distinctive features of this lovely rebel: charm cinched at the waist, a
fire in her eyes, and a disarming elegance. Her ammo? Stunning radiance,
a certain taste for the provocative, and complete freedom. Joyful and
playful, Wanted Girl stands out for her effortless, chic side. Her desire to
fully relish each moment is her secret to making herself shine.

EDP 50 ml
48.00 €/£

NEW

DKNY
Nectar Love
Irresistible. Intoxicating. Addictive. Experience the allure of Nectar Love,
the latest fragrance from DKNY, as it bottles the heart-stopping moment
when eyes meet and the whole world stops. Like a bee captivated by the
irresistible draw to a lush blooming flower, Nectar Love captures nature’s
pull of undeniable attraction. The fragrance is a floral fruity gourmand with
an exclusive natural attraction extract of honeycomb and neroli that delivers
an addictive dose of delicious attraction.

EDP 50 ml
38.00 €/£

NEW

BE IRRESISTIBLE

MOSCHINO
Toy 2
THE NEW FRAGRANCE FOR HER

The iconic Moschino teddy bear fragrance is back! The unique second
edition is this time sculpted in glass revealing an exclusive fragrance.
Sparkling vivacity, accompanied by delicate floral notes reveal a fresh,
joyful fragrance, which expresses through noble velvety notes an
enveloping, sensual dimension, which ensure its radiant and gentle mood.

EDP 30 ml
35.00 €/£

NEW

Fragrances

Wood
Pour Femme
Wood Pour Femme
by Dsquared2 is a
contemporary composition,
vibrant and ultra-feminine.
It is made of joy and
vivacity. The infusion of
precious and seductive
ingredients underlines the
intensive femininity. Bright
and sensual notes create
a unique perfume with an
unmistakable character.

EDT 50 ml
45.00 €/£

NEW

Wood
Pour Homme

Pure. Exquisite. Delightful.
A sweet, delicate floral
nuanced with freshness that
puts a smile on your face.
Captures the soft surprise
of wild rose at the edge of
the ocean. A sensual rose
bouquet crowned with fresh
pear. Envelop yourself in its
unexpected warmth.

40.00 €/£

NEW

Wood Pour Homme by
Dsquared2 is a powerful,
distinctive and masculine
fragrance. It opens with a
Mediterranean freshness and
is enriched by elegant notes.
Vibrant tones combined with
contrasting spicy, sensual
ingredients bring light into
the deep and underline
the modern and elegant
character of this fragrance.

EDT 50 ml
45.00 €/£

NEW

Fragrances
PACO RABANNE
Invictus Aqua

BOSS
Bottled Infinite

Invictus Aqua begins with an energetic combination of grapefruit, yuzu and
pink pepper. Marine notes in the heart are wrapped in an herbal violet leaf
accord. The powerful scent of guaiac wood is paired with ambergris and
woody amber in the base.

The Man of Today navigates various roles in his life, whether pursuing
success or seeking balance and authenticity. BOSS BOTTLED Infinite
represents the Man of Today's aspiration to reconnect with his inner-self. An
energizing and sensual perfume that combines the freshness of citrus notes
and the intensity of aromatic, woody notes. Fresh, Intense, Masculine.

EDT 100 ml
50.00 €/£

NEW

EDP 50 ml
48.00 €/£

AZZARO
Wanted

BURBERRY
Weekend

Azzaro Wanted by Night is the weapon of seduction of a modern-day Gatsby.
A dashing creature of the night, bold and magnetic, who catches the light and
creates a buzz wherever he goes. Everywhere he appears, whether night or
day, he attracts stares, awakens the senses, and arouses desire. His secret?
Azzaro Wanted by Night. An Eau de Parfum with explosive woody-oriental-spicy
accords and an impossibly elegant bottle. Unforgettable.

Burberry Weekend is classified as Citrus fragrance. Scent notes
of Weekend Burberry include top notes of citrus bergamia,
grapefruit, lemon, mandarine, melon, pineapple, middle notes
of evergreen vine, oak moss, sandalwood and base notes of
amber, honey, musk.

EDP 50 ml
45.00 €/£

NEW

VERSACE
Eros Flame
Versace Eros Flame, is a flanker to the original masculine Eros from 2012.
While the pillar is an aromatic-fougère, the new scent goes into a totally
different direction with citrusy, spicy, woody, and ambery accords, described
as "cold and hot, sweet and spicy, light and shadow." The concept is based
on an interpretation of passionate love, marketed as a fragrance for a "strong,
passionate, self-confident man who is deeply in touch with his emotions."

EDP 50 ml
45.00 €/£

NEW

EDT 100 ml
48.00 €/£

NEW

GIORGIO ARMANI
Acqua di Giò SET

Freshness and vitality. The best-seller aquatic Fragrance
for men by Giorgio Armani. A Fragrance born from the
sea, the sun and the breeze of a Mediterranean island.
Aromatic and woody, Aqua Di Gio is a contemporary
expression of masculinity.

EDT 100 ml
Stick 75 ml
57.00 €/£

Gold Offers
for Her

CALVIN KLEIN
Sheer Beauty
Sheer Beauty is all about a natural Beauty without the need for artifice.
Bare-skinned and pure, she captivates and enchants.

EDT 50 ml
19.90 €/£

SHAKIRA
Dream
Dream is a youthful, addictive essence with which to share Shakira’s
experience - and have the courage to turn our hopes and dreams for the future
into reality. A base of patchouli and vanilla, hypnotic and seductive, enhances
the feminine, sensual character of the perfume. A unique aroma with which to
conquer all our ambitions.

ANTONIO BANDERAS
Power of Seduction

DAVIDOFF
The Game

Power of Seduction by Antonio Banderas is a Aromatic Green fragrance
for men. This new fragrance was launched in 2018. Top notes are
bergamot and apple; middle notes are lavender, clary sage and artemisia;
base notes are amber, moss, tonka bean, patchouli and woody notes.

Live life to the fullest - play the game with masteryand
without limits. “Winner takes all!”. Inspire admiration with
confidence and elegance.

EDT 100 ml
19.90 €/£

NEW

EDT 100 ml
29.90 €/£

EDT 80 ml
19.90 €/£

CLINIQUE
Happy

CLINIQUE
Happy for Men

BOSS
Dark Blue

Clinique Happy. A hint of citrus. A wealth of flowers. A mix of emotions. A
chic, modern, multi-layered floral fragrance with sparking Ruby Red Grapefruit,
Boysenberry Bush Flower, and Hawaiian Wedding Flower. Fresh, bright, soft and
sensual. These exotic notes have never been used before in a fragrance

Cool. Crisp. A hit of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. Wear
it and be happy. Team with Clinique Happy For Men and
grooming favourites for longer-lasting scent.

Hugo Dark Blue is for men who want to experiment and
push the boundaries of pleasure and seduction.

EDP 50 ml
29.90 €/£

EDC 50 ml
29.90 €/£

EDT 75 ml
29.90 €/£

Gold Offers

for Him

MUSC
Sensual white musk, a stirring perfume with
sensuous and captivating notes.

VANILLE

FLEUR DE FRANGIPANIER

Gorgeous vanilla, a sushine perfume
with exotic accords over a golden spice.

Tropical frangipani flower, a golden
perfume with a touch of getaway.

Eau de Parfum 50ml

Eau de Parfum 50ml

Eau de Parfum 50ml

POMELO

TONKA

MÛRE

Tangy pink grapefruit, a sun-soaked
fragrance with a dash of summer fruit. A
sparkling freshness in citrus tones.

Gourmand and almond-toned, Tonka
reveals its sensuality through addictive
oriental facets.

Brilliant blackberry, a beautiful perfume
made of fruity charms.

Eau de Parfum 50ml

Eau de Parfum 50ml

Eau de Parfum 50ml

14 €

14 €

14 €

MIX IT. LOVE IT.

SOLINOTES SHAKES THE PERFUMERY CODE
Soli n ote s of fe r s t h e po ssi bi l i t y to mi x the f ra g ra nces however you li ke
to p rod u ce a n ew a n d u n i q u e c re at i o n .

EXPERIMENT SOLINOTES CONCEPT & PLAY WITH THE NOTES ACCORDING TO YOUR MOOD.

14 €

14 €

MADE IN
FRANCE

MIX IT. LOVE IT.

14 €

DISCOVER L’ORÉAL PARIS ESSENTIALS
COLLAGENE 24H
BY MEGA VOLUME
Mega volume, mega black, 24 hrs hold!
Experience 24 hours of the plumpest volume ever and
15X more impact for your look! This mascara is enriched
with collagen biospheres, the most effective plumping
active, and with balck booster pigments.
2 Mascaras + 1 Free Khôl.

20.00 €/£

YOUR PARISIAN
LOOK ON THE GO
BY L’ORÉAL PARIS

XX€

Embody the Parisian looks in all of your escapes!
Express your Parisian self with a legendary doe eye
look and red lips. Use Volume Million Lashes Excess
mascara, Perfect Slim black eyeliner and Color
Riche Satin 297 Red Passion lipstick.

24.00 XX€
€/£

MAYBELLYNE
Broadway Temptation Look SET
A new Eye & Cheek looks in a perfect on-the-go box for
colorful night-out in NYC. A perfect make-up look with
colorful peachy and mauves shades. The Total Temptation
Mascara with Coconut infused formula & a supple, fluffy
bristle brush for full, fluffy lashes + Sensual coconut scent.
The Total Temptation Brow Definer provides gently defined,
naturally filled eyebrows and a wonderfully seductive look.

19.00 €/£
NEW

TRIO LIPSTICKS
BY COLOR RICHE
YOUR ULTIMATE GLOW SET
#IWOKEUPLIKETHIS BY L’ORÉAL PARIS
LA VIE EN GLOW PALETTE: 4 highlighters for a perfect luminous sheen
on your skin! A lightweight texture ? Easy to apply & blenc. Can be used
on cheeks, temples, neck, arch of the eyebrow or corner of the eyes.
GLOW MON AMOUR DROPS: Blend 2 drops with skin tint or
skincare to boost complexion radiance. Then add one drop on top of
cheekbones & blend onto skin like a veil of light. Shake well before use.

20.00 €/£
XX€

Show your red addiction!
Discover 3 iconic red lipsticks created by L’Oréal Paris Color
Designers. Indulge in unrivaled richness. Enjoy 2 voluptuous satin
shades and 1 velvet matte selected for you.
More than a lipstick, it’s Color Riche.

XX€ €/£
23.00

CLINIQUE
High Impact Mascara
Kicks up the volume and length of each and every lash
for a look that's lusher, plusher, bolder. Pure, deep
colour only adds to the impact. Wear it once and you'll
feel naked without it. Ophthalmologist Tested.
Travel Exclusive.

19.00 €/£

26.00 €/£

Beauty
KOCOSTAR
Masks from Head to Toe
Feel good while travelling or at home with our Kocostar Masks From Head to
Toe Travel Selection. This set includes Kocostar’s most popular and innovative
masks: Home Salon Hair Pack, Hand Mask, Foot Mask as well as four flawless
Face Masks (Happy Mask, Bird’s Nest Fiber Mask, Cucumber & Rose Slice
Masks). With this exclusive mixture, your holiday or business trip is sure to run
as smoothly as your skin!

19.90 €/£

LOQI
Airport
Strong like a man, loyal like a dog. Eco-friendly, super reusable,
chemical-free, long-lasting, water-resistant, washable. And
extremely good looking.No, it’s not too much to ask. You can
have your cake and eat it too.

ELIZABETH ARDEN
Skincare SET

9.00 €/£

These travel-perfect skincare essentials are ready to refine by day and restore
by night wherever your journeys take you. The set cont.: Refining Moisture
Cream 100 ml + Good Night Sleep Restoring Cream 50 ml.

36.00 €/£

LANCASTER
Sun Care SET
• Tan Preparer Body Scrub - 50 ml
• Sun Beauty Velvet Touch Cream SPF 30 - 30 ml
• Sun Beauty Velvet Milk SPF 30 - 50 ml
• After Sun Tan Maximizer Soothing Moisturizer - 50 ml
• Infinite Bronze SPF 15 - 3 ml

25.00 €/£

65.00 €/£

50.00 €/£

50.00 €/£

50.00 €/£
50.00 €/£

Phoebe Necklace Rose Gold

THE SOPHIA COLLECTION CAN BE WORN
ANY TIME, ANYPL ACE, ANYWHERE

25.00 €/£

26.00 €/£

This delightful ring is adjustable and features a
stunning solitaire stone beautifully complimented
by a pave set snowball. Real 18k rose gold plating
and AAA grade simulated diamonds ensure this is
a high quality addition to any jewellery collection.

Anne
Pendant & Earrings
SET

ADJUSTABLE
RING / US 6-8

30.00 €/£

Puzzle Pendant
ADJUSTABLE
CUFF

This delightful cuff is adjustable to fit most sizes.
Featuring a beautiful pave set snowball and a gorgeous
hand set solitaire feature stone, this is a fine quality
addition to any jewellery collection. 18k rose gold plated.

30.00 €/£

1 YEAR INTERNATIONAL WARRANT Y WITH ALL INFINIT Y JEWELLERY,
GIFT BOX INCLUDED.

Globe Pendant

20.00 €/£

Accessories
30.00 €/£

ESTELLA BARTLETT
Bracelet Duo
The wings bracelet duo is perfect gift for a friend or a special
holiday treat for yourself. This fashionable duo set, pairs the top
selling Wings charm bracelet with an elegant silver plated bead
bracelet. Easy to wear, the dual toned charm bracelet has an
adjustable sliding fastener.

20.00 €/£
20.00 €/£
Estella Bartlett’s bracelets speak to
all of us with wanderlust at heart.
In the spirit of adventure and
escapism, these mantra bangles
are engraved with the messages
“adventure awaits” in gold plating
and “live as you dream” in silver
plating.
Featuring an adjustable slider clasp
for all wrist sizes, the bangle also
comes with a gift card featuring the
same message, making it a great
gift or treat for yourself.

13.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY
Rhinestone Silver Earrings
Eye-catching accessories.
Diameter 1.2 cm

20.00 €/£
NEW

Accessories

HIPPIE CHIC
Dream Collection
Dream watch and bracelet offer an elegant look which can be worn singly
or as a set. The watch combines a gold plated case which perfectly
showcases the simple diamante crystal in the dial, the simple grey strap
means the watch will tone with any outfit. The accompanying bracelet
features a matching gold plated bar, set with sparkling CZ to make an
eyecatching addition to your wrist. The bracelet is fastened with a plaited
grey cord with a fully adjustable slider closure meaning one size fits all.

FESTINA
Mademoiselle
Ladies fashion watch with a white Swarovski crystal dial. 32 mm
stainless steel case and silver leather strap. 5 BAR water resistant.

85.00 €/£

29.00 €/£

AVIATOR
Uhren
Gents Pilot Watch. Classic styling featuring a rotating
inner world-time bezel The black dial, luminous hands
and hour indicies with calendar. 45mm case is fitted
with a black leather strap with. Water resistant 3ATM.
International warranty.

85.00 €/£
MOON
Unisex Watch
This new MOON brand of watch is brought to you from AEON
Jewellery. This vibrant and fun watch is in unisex black, a colour
that is perfect for everyday wear. The strap is soft-touch and
extremely comfortable. It is the perfect accessory that is great
value for money and right on-trend. Guaranteed for 1 year.

15.00 €/£

This contemporary Sekonda men’s multi-function watch is brought to from
Sekonda. The watch features a gun metal plated case with a dark blue top
ring with a matching sunray dial.Functions include a day/date display, 24hour read-out and water resistance to 50m. Guaranteed for 2 years.
Diese moderne Multifunktionsuhr für den Herren kommt aus dem
Hause Sekonda. Die Uhr überzeugt durch ein metallgraues Gehäuse
mit dunkelblauer Lünette und farblich abgestimmtem Zifferblatt mit
Sonnenschliff. Die bis 50 m wasserdichte Uhr ist mit einer 24-Stundensowie Wochen- und Kalendertaganzeige ausgestattet. 2 Jahre Garantie.

79.00 €/£

HIPPIE CHIC
Sparkle
The Sparkle watch from Hippie Chic offers the perfect balance between
daytime elegance and evening glitz! Tiny crystals sparkle as they tumble
delicately around the dial, which features silver hands to match the case.
A vegan leather strap completes the classic look of this timepiece which
is perfect as a gift or self purchase.

25.00 €/£

75.00 €/£

Toys
AMEK TOYS –
MY LITTLE FRIENDS
Plush bag – Duck or Frog
A great gift for a little miss.
Practical accessory for walk and travel.

10.00 €/£

AMEK TOYS –
MY LITTLE FRIENDS
Bear, Enot, Lemur and Monkey
Plush animals with adorable crystal eyes.
They are fluffy, friendly and expect to rejoice their
new friend with a soft plush hug.

10.00 €/£

Branded

BHAir
Puzzle Plane

BHAir
Airbus A320

Exclusive on board is this new and cute 3D puzzle plane in BHAir
Design. A very funny 3D puzzle with 40 parts, approximately 12 cm
long. Includes display stand. Packed in a special gift box.

Mini Model 1:200
The Perfect Memento of your Flight. Complete with Stand.

10.00 €/£

BHAir
Luggage Tags

BHAir
Chocolate

• Blue
• Red

Milk chocolate.
80 g

2.50 €/£

1.50 €/£

BHAir
Inflatable Pillow

15.00 €/£

Restful relaxation when travelling. It is made of extra soft,
anti-allergenic, luxury fabric. In order to enjoy the inflatable
neck pillow more, please inflate it up to 3/4 of the air
capacity only and enjoy the best neck support.
Available in red & blue.

BHAir
Key Holder

6.00 €/£

BHAir branded metal key holder
• 3D plane
• Plane and Suitcase

3.50 €/£

BHAir
Anti-stress Plane
All of us are busy and appreciate a little relaxation,
and this anti-stress plane is just the ticket.
This cute little toy is made from PU material.
It is not suitable for children under 5 or pets.

2.50 €/£

BHAir
Remove
before flight
High quality Remove before
flight key-chain in BHAir
Design. Made of polyester,
with metal split ring.

3.50 €/£

BHAir
Flight Attendant
Bear
15.00 €/£

BHAir
Pilot Bear
Gorgeous teddy fully kitted out
in it's own uniform. He's ready
for take off!

15.00 €/£

Welcome to Bugaria

WELCOME TO BULGARIA
Mini Milk Chocolates Box
90 g

4.00 €/£

WELCOME TO BULGARIA
The Rose
Handmade Milk Chocolate
83 g

10.00 €/£

3.00 €/£

3.00 €/£
10.00 €/£

WELCOME TO BULGARIA
Dried Fruit and Nuts
coated in chocolate
130 g

4.50 €/£
10.00 €/£

3.00 €/£

Confectionary

CADBURY
Mini Fingers
Biscuits Snack Packs
(5x22g)

110 g

MASTER CHOCOLATIER
Chocolate Caramel
Medallions
Finest selection of belgian chocolates.

200 g

6.00 €/£

4.00 €/£
CADBURY
Chocolate Bar
• Milk Chocolate
• Whole Nut

200 g

4.00 €/£
TOBLERONE
Chocolate Bar
Great combo of milk chocolate
and bits of nougat
(honey candy).

100 g

2.20 €/£

FERRERO
Kinder Surprise
The famous egg-shaped
chocolate today is available
in a 4 pack with 1 Looney
Tunes surprise inside!
Discover the full collection
of 8 characters!

6.00 €/£

MARABOU
King Size
Chocolate Bar
• Milk • Nut

250 g

5.00 €/£
DAIM
Superpack Minis
Minis smooth milk
chocolate with a
surprisingly crunchy
almond caramel centre.
Contains 42 individually
wrapped pieces for sharing.

280 g

6.00 €/£

95 g
2.00 €/£

95 g
2.00 €/£

150 g
3.00 €/£

150 g
3.00 €/£

Confectionary
MARS
Skittles

MARS
Maltesers

Fruit pastilles

Chocolates with crisp, light
honeycombed centres.

95 g

175 g

3.00 €/£

FERERRO
Nutella B-ready
It's a combination of creamy
Nutella® and a unique
baguette shaped wafer
developed to create the
perfect balance of taste and
textures. Free from artificial
colours and preservatives.

4.00 €/£

HARIBO
Air-Parade
250 g

3.50 €/£

M&M's
• Peanuts • Chocolate

44 g

150 g

2.00 €/£

3.00 €/£
BIFI
Roll XXL

THE MEAT MAKERS
Salami Sticks

Do not call me little buns, call me
sales baker! I am so heartily as my
BiFi brothers, only rolled. Not in his
dressing gown, but in Teigtrikot.
Nubuck leather, hearty. And one
more thing: I am the strongest of
all my friends, because I beat your
hunger of something in flight!

Lean Pork
Sweet Chilli

75 g

3.00 €/£

40 g

Snack Pack
Beef Jerky
Original Smoky

25 g

3.00 €/£

8.00 €/£

Liquors
HANKEY
BANNISTER

JOHNNIE WALKER
Black Label

Blended Scotch
Whiskey
1.0 L
14.00 €/£

Blended Scotch
Whiskey
Aged 12 Years
1.0 L
32.00 €/£

DF EU

JACK DANIEL'S
Black Lable
0.5 L
15.00 €/£

DF EU

DF EU

SENSE

LION D'Or

London Dry Gin
1.0 L
10.00 €/£

Brandy
0.7 L

DF EU

DF EU

8.00 €/£

BEEFEATER
London Dry Gin 1.0 L

14.00 €/£

DF EU

PARKERS / ROYAL PARK
Finest Scotch Whiskey 1.0 L

14.00 €/£

DF

SMIRNOFF RED
Vodka PET 0.5 L

10.00 €/£

DF

36.00 €/£

DF EU

12.00 €/£

DF

JOHNNIE WALKER
Double Black
Scotch Whiskey 1 L
CHEVALIER
Napoleon brandy 1.0 L

Available until out of stock

12.00 €/£
DF EU

Liquors
LAPLANDIA

ALASKA

15.00 €/£

Super Premium
Vodka
0.7 L
20.00 €/£

Premium
Vodka
0.7 L
8.00 €/£

DF EU

EU

DF EU

RUSSIAN
STANDARD
Vodka
1L

BAILEYS

JÄGERMEISTER

Irish Cream
PET 0.5 L
12.50 €/£

Herb Liqueur
0.5 L
12.50 €/£

DF EU

DF EU

8.00 €/£
DF EU

Cigarettes
MARLBORO
Red / Gold
King Size / 200

MARLBORO
2 Cartons
Red / Gold
King Size / 200
30.00 €/£

DF

PARLIAMENT
Aqua Blue
JUMBO / 200

DAVIDOFF
Gold
Slim / 200
23.00 €/£

DF

KARELIA
Blue
King Size / 200
16.00 €/£

DF

THE KING
Red King Size / 200
15.00 €/£ DF
26.00 €/£ EU

L&B
King Size
200
32.00 €/£

EU

Centrio Denim
Slim / 200
20.00 €/£ DF
28.00 €/£ EU

20.00 €/£ DF
29.00 €/£ EU

Drink me. Eat me. CUPFFEE.me
Delicious and delightful, attractive…
even seductive, crispy… really
crispy… this is Cupffee! Sustainable
by design, our biodegradable
edible wafer cup for beverages and
foods brings a solution at source
level. Cupffee is a trendsetter and its
mission is to create a disruption to
our single use patterns and change
people’s lives for better!

My dreams... my ight...
my coffee in
the new cup.
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its uniqu
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preserve
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my c

2.50 €/£

20.00 €/£ DF
28.00 €/£ EU

Bacardi Superior 0.05 L
Dry Gin 0.05 L
Bailey’s Irish Cream 0.05 L
Jagermeister Herb Liqueur 0.04 L
Scotch Whiskey 0.05 L
Jack Daniels 0.05 L
Vodka 0.05 L
Camus 0.03 L
Beer 0.33 L Can
Red Bull Energy Drink 0.25 L
Soda Water
Mineral Water 0.33 L
Soft Drinks Can, Fruit & Tomato Juice

3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.50 €/£
3.00 €/£
3.00 €/£
2.50 €/£
1.00 €/£
2.50 €/£

Nescafe, Hot Chocolate, Nesquik

2.20 €/£

Tea (English Breakfast)

1.50 €/£

Cashew; Peanuts (peeled, roasted)

2.50 €/£

Mini Chocolate

0.50 €/£

Chips 100 g

2.20 €/£

Tyrrells Hand Cooked English Crisps
Sea Salt & Cider Vinegar 40 gr

1.20 €/£

Natural Raw Bar 40 g

1.00 €/£

Maggi Soup

1.50 €/£

Sandwich Baguette
(pork fillet/ham/chicken/cheese)

2.50 €/£

Sky Bar

Sky Bar
FENTIMANS
• Rose Lemonade
• Victorian Lemonade
0.275 L
3.50 €/£
SMIRNOFF
Ice
The Original Premium
Flavored Malt Beverage
that started it all - with a
delightfully crisp, citrus taste.
0.25 L
3.50 €/£

JACK DANIELS & COLA
Real Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Whiskey and
popular mixers combined in
a convenient ready-to-drink
single serving that’s perfect
for any drinking occasion.
0.33 L
3.50 €/£

BOTTEGA
Sparkling Wines
• Prosecco Gold
• Rose Gold a pure Pinot Noir
0.200 L
4.50 €/£

Coffee Break Menu
Nescafe
+ Croissant with
Cocoa or Caramel filling
3.00 €/£

Caramel Wafer
+ Cappuccino
3.50 €/£

Soup Menu
Instant Noodles Soup
(Chicken, Beef or Vegetable)

+ Crunch Wafer
3.00 €/£

Cheese Menu

• Red

(with sea salt)

0.187 L
3.00 €/£

Rusk (white and black)
+ Processed cheese (natural)
+ Pate + Olives + Biscuit
4.00 €/£

Sweet Deal Menu

WINE
• White

Spread Menu

2 x Crispy Cracker
+ Yellow Cheese
+ White Cheese
+ Olives
3.50 €/£

Menu Options

